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2018 XGO® Products 

Southern Pines, NC – XGO® is always pushing to strive to be the foremost name in next-to-skin base layer. 

2018 will be no different! For XGO®, 2018 will hold exciting new products, new patterns, and a new 

direction.  

XGO® is excited to bring some new items, outside of patterns, to the table this year that we really feel can 

help set us apart from our competition. First is our newest addition to our Phase 2 Performance Collection, 

a Zip and Zip Hoodie. We took our 100% Waffle Knit Poly and added a traditional Zip Mock and our new 

Zip Hoodie. The Zip Hoodie will come with a 12-inch zipper, which will allow for added neck protection 

when fully zipped, and contour hoodie which will help eliminate the elements. Both Zip Mock and Zip 

Hoodie will come with elastic thumb loops built into the cuff of the garment for added layer assistance 

when needed. Phase 2 Zip and Zip Hoodie will be available in Tan 499, Black, Regular MultiCam®, and 

MultiCam Arid™. 

Next, we have our Phase 4 DWR Vest. From what we heard in the marketplace, the biggest item we were 

missing was a vest. Our Phase 4 DWR Vest is constructed out of our DWR (Durable Water Repellent) fabric 

which causes water to just bead away! With a full-length zipper, dropped tail, chest pocket (for small 

items) and both side external pockets and front internal pockets, this vest is a must! XGO® Phase 4 DWR 

Vest will be available in Black and Regular MultiCam®. 

How could we make our very popular Phase 4 watch cap even better? By adding ear flaps of course! The 

Phase 4 Watch Cap with Ear Flaps will be available in Black, Tan 499, Regular MultiCam®, MultiCam Arid™, 

MultiCam Alpine™ and MultiCam Black™. 

With the growing popularity of Three Gun Competition, we decided it was time for us to offer our own 

version of a shooter shirt. XGO® Shooter Shirt, containing a 12-inch zipper and high neck mock, allows for 

competitors to wear it two ways. One as a polo by unzipping the zipper and turning the collar down, or 

fully zipped up as a high mock, which when fully mocked, will aid in eliminating gun strap/sling irritation 

on the neck when “running-n-gunning.” XGO® Shooter Shirt will be available in a short and long-sleeve in 

Tan 499, OD Green, Black, Regular MultiCam®, and MultiCam Arid™.  

Last is our most exciting offering, MultiCam® printed XGO® Flame Retardant (FR) fabric.  MultiCam® will 

be offered on two of our most popular FR fabrics, FR Phase 1 and FR Phase 2.  

With the success of the regular MultiCam® pattern last year, we decided to license all MultiCam® patterns 

and offer those patterns in key XGO® items. MultiCam® has been the standard when it comes to military 
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camo and XGO® has been the standard for military next-to-skin layers…XGO® MultiCam®, the perfect 

cover!  

For more information, please contact Houston Brady at 910-673-5290x41, email 

houston.brady@proxgo.com , or visit proxgo.com 

Links 

Facebook  https://www.facebook.com/proxgo 

Twitter @proxgo 

Instagram @proxgo 

Longworth Industries’ XGO® brand is a vertically integrated manufacturer of high-performance, moisture 

wicking, anti-microbial next-to-skin. XGO® products are manufactured exclusively in the United States and 

distributed to select domestic and global markets. XGO® is proudly Berry Compliant.  
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